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You Only Live Once

Dont Waste Your Life - you only live once!!! make the most out of each day.

Luka Magnotta
Yeah that's a cool thing you're saying and stuff. But mate, What the fuck?

O Hai Gaiz!

What's going on here?

WickedFire is like Shawshank Redemption, you have to crawl through a river of shit before you come out clean on the other side.
Quote:
Originally Posted by guerilla
I get more of my news from STS than I do from any other media.

Otinsdale
Senior Member
Join Date: Nov 2009
Location: nyc
Posts: 853
iTrader: 51 / 100%

I feel like I just mistakenly walked into a gay bar.
realization sets in...
slowly backs out...

Quote:
Originally Posted by gimmedat
especially you goldfish, fucking eyeballing me all night and day.

jlu87
Senior Member
Join Date: Jun 2010
Location: CT
Posts: 165
iTrader: 17 / 100%

YOLO

m0rtal
King of the Jungle
Join Date: Jul 2007
Location: Toronto
Posts: 2,530
iTrader: 41 / 100%

Is there a hole in the ground or something?

Yolo, so go sniff some sand. Good idea.
shopdeal
Senior Member

Join Date: May 2010
Posts: 713
iTrader: 1 / 100%

What if

You really live twice?

have fun on NEXTLOL.COM

Quote:
Originally Posted by darktangent
The link you have posted takes me to some gay video ... This is how new members are welcomed here?

b_sun
Design on the Grind

Join Date: Apr 2009
Location: Virginia
Posts: 1,643
iTrader: 13 / 100%

06-01-2012, 03:14 PM

FUCK YOU. I HOPE THE GREAT JUST BEING IN THE SKY SENDS A SILVERBACK GORILLA TO FIST YOUR ASS REPEATEDLY.

Dwight Schrute likes this.
ChickenFucker
Banned

Quote:

Originally Posted by b_sun
Fuck you. I hope the great just being in the sky sends a silverback gorilla to fist your ass repeatedly.

It'll take a few more hours before your mother is off work.

Ben89
Senior Member

Seriously, chickenfucker, make sure you fuck as many chickens as possible knowing that you only live once.

momchil9
Senior Member

i hate all that yolo shit... everyone is so faggy lately because of that...

kelhalla2
Senior Member

is that your bf?
best to keep this shit in ur gurl diary.
but seriously, awesome first post. i'm now motivated, gangsta
That to me looks like someone about to pass out on the beach after having snorted an enormous rail of ketamine followed by MDMA, then chased up with a lungful of Nitrous Oxide.

amIrite?

Exact Match Domains still work well for SEO
Get lists of profitable ones at EMDLists.com

Luka Rocco Magnotta's scary digital trail
customautoblogs
Junior Member
Join Date: Jan 2011
Posts: 12
iTrader: 0 / 0%

He doesn't look like he is living the moment, he looks like he is dying.
Luka Magnotta -> should be Luca Brasi - sleeping with the fishes.

2nice
Member
Join Date: Oct 2011
Posts: 39
iTrader: 2 / 100%

Quote:
An international manhunt is under way for Luka Rocco Magnotta, also known as Eric Clinton Newman and Vladimir Romanov, whom police have confirmed flew to Europe from Montreal on May 26. They say Mr. Lin was killed in Mr. Magnotta’s one-room flat during the night of May 24 to 25, with a video of the murder posted online.

Quote:
Join Date: Oct 2011

Quote:
10-24-2011, 12:18 PM
wuut

learningcurve
Genitals are funny

Join Date: Apr 2011
Location: Out riding my motorcycle
Posts: 1,541
iTrader: 15 / 100%
Hey Jesus, am I going to Hell?

WTF, why?!

Because you suck, lol.

Owned

Quote:
Originally Posted by lukep
Being a Mod who apparently likes cock, I'm surprised you haven't done anything about that yet, Turbo.

Quote:
Originally Posted by Jon
Holy mother of god... make sure this guy never gets banned!!!

Get the girls' FB's, numbers and names, and consider yourself ADMIN status.

mikeshinobi
Certified SE1 Specialist

Just racked up 10k in credit card debt and had sex with a cat! #YOLO
"YOU ONLY LIVE ONCE!"

SITS AT HOME WATCHING JERSEY SHORE

What's the color of the boathouse at Hereford?
"I look at people sometimes and think...Really? That's the sperm that won?"

9GAG.COM/GAG/4364604